Rencontres égéennes internationales
International Aegean Conferences
3 December 2015

Dear Colleague,

We thank you very much for having accepted our invitation to participate in the

16th INTERNATIONAL AEGEAN CONFERENCE
to be held in Ioannina, 18-21 May 2016 on the theme

ΕΣΠΕΡΟΣ / HESPEROS

The Aegean seen from the West

and for offering a contribution on that occasion.
We are pleased to announce that practical information is now available on the Web page of
the conference at http://hesperos-aegaeum-16.conf.uoi.gr. As indicated in the list enclosed,
we have 57 registered papers and 9 posters, with Sebastiano Tusa as the keynote speaker and
Gert Jan van Wijngaarden as presenter of the endnote. Such a high number of presentations
will make it necessary to keep strictly to the time schedule that will be released as soon as
possible. So please have a look at the Web page to see the updates that we’ll make to it at
regular intervals.
There is no conference registration fee and the coffee breaks will be offered by the University
of Ioannina, as well as the receptions on 18, 19 and 20 May. A special reception has been
scheduled at the Karolos Papoulias Conference Centre in the evening of Wednesday 18 May,
after the celebration in honour of Robert Laffineur. The speakers’ farewell dinner has been
planned on Saturday, 21 May 2016 after the guided tour to the archaeological sites of Ephyra
and Dodona.
The proceedings of the conference will be published in Aegaeum. Annales liégeoises d’archéologie
égéenne. The possibility will be offered to authors to purchase a copy of the volumes at the usual
reduced price.

We would be grateful to you for confirming your participation and the title of your paper, as
well as the name and affiliation of eventual co-authors, by returning the enclosed final
registration form by 15 February 2016, preferably through e-mail, to the address
aegaeum16@conf.uoi.gr (please make copies for eventual co-authors).
Hotel information is available on the HESPEROS Web site and every participant has to book
his/her accommodation directly at the hotels in Ioannina. A limited number of two-bed
rooms are available at the Stavros Niarchos University Hostel for speakers who wish to stay
in-campus, a few minutes walk from the Karolos Papoulias Conference Centre, where all
sessions of the HESPEROS conference will be housed.
We look very much forward to meeting you in Ioannina in May 2016.
Yours sincerely,
Michael FOTIADIS – Robert LAFFINEUR
Yannos LOLOS – Andreas VLACHOPOULOS

16th INTERNATIONAL AEGEAN CONFERENCE
to be held in Ioannina, 18-21 May 2016 on the theme

ΕΣΠΕΡΟΣ / HESPEROS
The Aegean seen from the West
Final registration form, to be returned by 15 February 2016
To aegaeum16@conf.uoi.gr
Name:

…………………………………………………………………………

Institution:

…………………………………………………………………………

Function:

…………………………………………………………………………

Address:

…………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………

Phone:

……………………………………….

E-mail:

………………….……………………

O I confirm my participation in the HESPEROS Conference
O I confirm the title of my paper / poster: ………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
with co-author(s): ………………………………………………………………………………

